
I am with two old friend inside my parents' apartment by the ocean. It is actually very late at night and we hear them coming back. We then crawl out of a small window and I want to take a selfie but one of my friends has a very old mobile phone and there is only one camera in the front.

I am at a meeting with the local politicians from my mountain community. The far right representative is seated behind me and tells me that the right representative is not such a bad person. I then tell him that he is after he tried to block the building of my museum and I start slapping him.

I am in a square with my son and see a few bikers gathering for an important tournament. We are also on our bike and decide to take part. We then get in line but my son is pushed in the back and I am almost in the front. A woman illustrates for us how we will have to bike the continent.

I am in an Arab city and meet with three local girls. We actually walk together toward an art academy and I tell them that our teacher decided not to visit it. I then show her the mountain peak where I am camping with my classmate. There is a road leading there but big cars go way too fast. 

I am looking at a mountain landscape to the east of my native village. As I look at two old towers an American guide tells how the inhabitants were thought of coming from the mountains west of my native village but a later study has shown how they came independently from the north. 

I am with my son on a hill overlooking a beach. It is sunny but I actually don't feel the heat and realize it is quite late in the afternoon. As I consider going for a swim he starts pulling himself up a fence and I also do so. He has been undertaking some military training but he is not that good.

I am in an apartment with a small Sicilian girl. We are actually together and her mother comes to visit us. It is very dirty but I anyway invite her to seat at the table and start preparing a salad. I want to make it simple but the woman tells her daughter of all the special products she brought.

I am at a security check and have to show my ID. I then take a copy of my Italian one out and give it to two agents. One of them realizes that the page with my photo is missing and gets really upset. I then tell him to wait that I search for the actual document and explain that it is in my pouch.

I am with my spiritual friend in a mall and I try to lead him one way but he wants to go the opposite way. I then follow him up an escalator with a very blurred atmosphere all around. We then realize that it is activated with water and it is the first time it is being tested with the public.

I am with my exchange students friends driving to a farm and I tell them about the owner who had a flat tire. He is actually also walking to the farm and I keep silent not to be heard by him. We then reach it and I am supposed to get down but many dwarf deer surround us with some wolves.

I am on the hills checking with my girlfriend a cabin. It is actually located on a nice cliff and looks very small from the outside but as we check the side we realize it is very long. It is part of a condominium and we take a corridor to get back out. We get too far and have to cross a fence.

I am walking down a hill with my Polish friend and our two daughters in the stroller. We actually reach a parking lot where his girlfriend is waiting for us in a car. We then get both our daughter in a seat in the back and I also get to seat there. As we start driving I play an Italian song for her.

I am in a villa where I just got a job as a nanny. The Austrian owner is teaching me how to make porridge and I follow exactly what she is doing in a different pot. After mixing powder milk with water she adds a box of cornflakes and I do the same but it is still to watery. Hers is also like mine.

I am standing in front of an abandoned fort where two female cops are investigating a tourist. I also want to get arrested with the latter but one of the cops tells me to go away. I then go to the other side of a dike and start photographing them so that I can get arrested but then run away.

I am biking through a forest and really enjoy the path. It goes slightly downhill and there are no rocks or holes on the way. It is also quite broad but suddenly there is a fence with a narrow passage and I try to brake but do not manage. I then just go through it but end up on a busy road.

I am in a Swedish mall and find a fast food. It is actually quite busy and I even notice handicap people in the line. One of them tries to order a special burger but the lady at the counter has no idea what he is talking about. Finally another guy in the line understands what the handicap wants.

I am in garden with my best friend and he explains to me that it is used as a classroom. He still attends it and shows me that in the middle there is a hill where he takes the hottest classmate. He even manages to make love to her and tells me that only the classmates in the back can see them.

I am pushing an old relative inside a church and notice the wife of my grandmother's brother seating. I then realize that it is her husband funeral and I pet her in the head before pushing the old relative inside. I am actually following other relatives and realize that my shoes make me the tallest.

I am in the back of a classroom trying to check a movie on my phone but the sound. One guy turns around and I think he wants to scold me but he just tells me to get ready for a fight. I then show him that I am already wearing a light helmet and he shows me his long gun made of toy bricks.

I am in a garden talking to my girlfriend who wants to go to a museum to the other side of the river. I actually find it too much but just tell her to see what kind of an exhibition they have. She is not interested about it and only wants to meet up with a friend there saying that it is anyway open.

I am traveling with my girlfriend's brothers next to a hill. We actually just walked to the top of it and I pretend that there are other idiots walking on it. We then reach a village that is on my native highland and realize that it is quite nice despite being without tourists due to the pandemic.

I am checking out the building where students just had their school show. Some of them are still showing their work and on the ground they show me how a famous director made a painting of a woman. I then use an hammer to pull it out in pieces and then go to the bathroom to wash them.

I am with two Mexican guys in the mountains getting ready to work on my installation. We actually start walking towards it from above and I realize that we are not carrying any food nor water. I then ask the older guy to go back to get something in the kitchen but he doesn't know what.

I am walking down a mountain road and meet two old friends biking up. I then show them how I also was biking up but felt very sick. They don't have such a problem and one of them keeps biking while the other follows me down. I then notice how the road changes as we enter a new region.

I am at a market and try to buy some fruit but a woman starts ordering a lot of paprika. I then wait that she finishes and order a few pomegranates but a man from another stand ask the lady who is serving me to follow her. They are going to another stand to check how a guy has renovated it.

I am seating next to a big machine waiting for someone to show me how it works. I then see that next to it is a bag full of mosaics. They come in different colours and they even have a hole in the middle to better secure them on the mortar. I want to find the name of the product to also order it.

I am walking in a field with my daughter and three old men showing us where a bloody battle took place. There is almost no signs left and as we walk back home I check a photo I took of them while holding my daughter. One face is not really visible but I won't be able to take a new picture.

I am in the bedroom of our Dutch house and realize that there is also an artist. She tells me that she is from a Canadian city and I tell her that I studied art there. She is quite impressed and as we walk down to the living room I tell her she should go back to her country to receive subsidies. 

I am on the phone scheduling an appointment with a dentist. I want to book it with an assistant to pay less money but get to talk to the head of the clinic and I am afraid she will be the one taking care of me. I get a date and a day of the week but when I hang up I realize they do not match.

I am in front of a villa when the woman living there shows me how her son is ready to compete on a racing bike. I then notice that it is a very old model and I almost about to tell him to give up but then he shows us how he can bike while standing on top of the saddle doing acrobatic tricks.

I am at a station buying a train ticket from a vending machine but it only accepts cards. I then get back in the line to look for one and as I reach the machine again I realize that all my cards are broken. I then start wandering around the building until a girl snatches a card back together.

I am at a fair walking with a fat black woman until we see that one of her sons is singing karaoke on top of a stand. I start making fun of him singing opera but the mother start running to the restroom. I then run in front of her but she starts running with also her arms like a leopard.

I am in my mountain village and see that my neighbour's oldest son is seating with his girlfriend on the edge of the fountain. I then go talk to them and throw a bucket in the air thinking that it is empty but there is still water inside. As it splashes the girl a van arrives and I check who it is.

I am in the kitchen of our Dutch house feeding my daughter when I realize my Neapolitan friend is also there. He is actually just back from his native city and has a few days of holidays still. He then thinks that I want to spend them with him and gets angry about it but I just let him talk.

I am walking in the mountains and come to the iron installation I have just built there. I then notice that a corner has been damaged in the lower part and try to look at it from different angles to see if it is so bad. It is actually very bad and I realize that I will not be able to repair it so easily.

I am in an exhibition with my step uncle and walk around with him. I then realize that he has dies a long time ago but he is now very alive running from one painting to another. Down a hallway there is a crowd with my sister doing a performance and he runs to her but I try to block him.

I am seating in the back of a car guiding a girl to a town. The roads are small but I very well know the way there and tell her to keep on the main road. She does so but on one curve turns in a big parking lot. It is actually a drug dealing place with a lot of crimes and I tell her to back up.

I am in the lobby of a university and hear an old professor with long white hairs talking about literature to the receptionist. The latter is not interested but I am and walk out with him to see if I can attend one of his courses. He then tells me that his department only deals with homosexuality.

I am on a bran new train standing by the entrance with my uncle and his wife. We are actually traveling through a open plateau and I realize that my aunt looks very young. My uncle also looks like he had a lot of plastic surgeries and now looks like the Russian president but he is taller.

I am bringing my daughter to school skating and manage to pass a mother biking. We actually start going downhill and I cannot brake. There is actually a truck parked in the middle of the road and I also try to break with my wheels but the asphalt is too wet and we keep going fast against it.

I am in a small tailor shop and wait for the owner to come out. She finally does and I pull out an old dress that my mother sent me to mend. I then notice that she has already fixed it and that the wire she used resembles small flowers. I then decide that no further work is needed.

I am biking in an Arab country and follow other bikers going inside a citadel. They start going up empty staircases where locals have hanged their laundry to dry. I find it very exciting and easily make it high. I am actually in an office and people get upset but I see a larger staircase to go down. 

I am with my daughter driving a truck and come to a gate of a factory. They should open for us but the truck is too low and they don't see us. Finally they do and we start driving inside but the roads are delimited by crates and it is too narrow. I push against them and make my way through.

I am in our Dutch street when I see an Arab guy asking the son of a neighbour for a house number where to leave a package. The latter is walking with crutches and gives a vague answer. When one of his friends come by car he gives the package with him and I realize they are dealing drugs.

I am in the back of a restaurant looking at a new machine installed in the empty kitchen. It is actually meant for filtering water and I realize that it can also be used to filter blood. I then imagine myself having to be connected to the machine but think that they it will evolve by the time I get old.

I am at my daughter's new school picking her stuff from a shoe shelf. I can actually hear her teacher talking about her and she says that she will have to repeat one year. She caught my daughter walking with dirty feet on some toys and cannot tolerate this even though I taught her to do so. 

I am in a classroom talking with a girl about a documentary she is making about me with other girls. I then ask her when can I see a trailer and she gives me her phone to watch it. It does not play and she says that they have a deadline but she fears that it coincides with a religious holiday.

I am walking in a German forest with a local man and reach a river going through it. It looks nice for canoing and I assume that I can paddle across the county and that the landscape would be the same but then see how dirty is the water and understand that there are industries all around. 

I am with a friend on a road just outside the highway. We actually got lost and discuss how to make it home again. I look around and recognize a mountain near our home and I just tell him to follow me with his car. As I start driving I get mosquitoes in my face an realize I am on a motorbike.   

I am in a big classroom taking an exam and walk from the back to the front to hand it in. I then realize that the further I walk to the front the lower grades have the students. The professor is actually an old American colleague and I try not to disturb her but she starts asking me questions.

I am at my parents place and my mother shows me that my stepfather new computer has just arrived. It is actually standing next to the previous one and she tells me that it is heavier. I can definitely see that it is smaller but believe her and explain that we can place it flat under the monitor.

I am walking to a butcher to buy a special liquor as a present from one of my Dutch neighbours. I realize it is going to be very expensive and as I get there it turns out to e even more expensive that I thought. The butcher takes the bottle from a fridge and packs it with the receipt still inside.

I am driving my tractor in a city and come to a dead end. The road is too narrow and I cannot turn around but see that in front of me there is an hotel with a large entrance. I then decide to make it on top of the staircase and end up in the reception but cannot turn in a narrow corridor.

I am in a clinic with my girlfriend and get called by a doctor. We want to talk to her about my lower back problems and other issues but she first wants to test if I have a virus. I then clean my hands with a gel and she puts a ear stick in my throat. As she looks at it she finds that I am infected.

I am in a shop when I get a phone call from my spiritual friend. He is actually staying with my mother in her seaside apartment. I am also invited to go there but I really didn't want to. I then go out of the shop and prepare to drive there even though my car is very small and no fit for highways.

I am in a small office being interviewed by a professor for a job they have at her university. She asks me what is my relation to a philosophical movement and I reply that I can only relate myself to one of their philosophers. As I try to explain my point elaborately she tells me that my time is up.

I am in a small clinic talking to a doctor but she tells me not to call her directly on her phone because she is busy with patients. I then want to leave not to take more of her time but she wants to show me my heartbeat on a screen. I am in a good condition although I no longer do any sports.

I am in a factory with a man slowly pushing his truck outside. We already did a delivery and he wants to do a second one to earn double the wage. The merchandise is already in a small trailer and to save time we connect it directly to his big empty trailer but as he backs up he almost hits me.

I am walking with my kids an end up in the garden of a villa. It is owned by a doctor friend of ours and we start looking for him. He is actually among the bushes on a big slide with another person. I stand in front of a slide to talk to him but realize that he is doing a treatment to that person.

I am in my Venetian apartment cleaning the bathroom floor when I hear my American tenant getting in. I then warn her that I am inside and start cleaning the room of the other American tenant. She has left a mess and I start by bringing a lot of fruit to the kitchen helped by another tenant.

I am in a small restaurant on top of a mountain. I am actually with my girlfriend's colleague who lives there with her son and we go out to see their. They sleep in a filed covered in snow and are very happy about it. As I look out in the horizon I realize that it is indeed very beautiful there.

I am on a dike watching my stepsister fishing. She holds a rod per hand and catches two identical fishes simultaneously. She is even able to drag them to the shore doing exactly the same movements with both hands. Her coach then arrives to tell her that she should go back to her resort.

I am walking with my oldest son in a neighborhood and see the apartment that we were supposed to buy when he was little. There is actually no facade and we can see the entire living room. I then bring him inside but all the other rooms are filled with beds and we barely manage to cross them.

I am on a narrow beach with my mother and her friends. The sun is setting and I want to swim but they warn me about the coral reef. I then ask my mother where can I swim and she tells me of a beach further down. I remember that is a beautiful beach with crystal clear water and walk there.

I am watching a TV program where the doctor who saved the life of the American president is being interviewed. I actually notice that he is in the hospital premise holding and he is hiding a cigarette. All around him are patients talking with one another without any mask despite the pandemic.

I am on a small road and face a huge truck in front of me. There is no way for me to pass but it actually needs to drive in a carpentry store. I also need to get in and realize that the driver is the wife of the owner. She is dressing a leather uniform trying to look pretty but being in fact very weary.

I am skating in a city and try to avoid some traffic by stopping at a small shop selling films. There are two girls talking about one they want to watch and I get in the discussion saying that I have just watched it. As I start telling them about the plot they both realize that it is another film.

I am watching a documentary about a famous writer who also plays the saxophone. He learned to pay it during the war from a famous presenter musician but got purposely imprisoned to become a conductor. As he talks about him the cameraman show the ocean view from the writer's villa.

I am in an airport dressing up like a gangster to meet with my former Chinese boss. He is late and I try to see on my phone if I have his contact. I then notice some messages that could not be delivered and call a family friend who should also attend the meeting but he has heart problems.

I am driving in a small country road and manage to pass a big tractor coming my way. I then miss the place where I should meet a carpenter who has to land me his scaffolding. I can see many small trucks parked on the side but I get quite sure I have already passed the place we agreed on.

I am in an airport waiting to check in but another passenger shows me that I need another ticket. As I try to argue with him that it is only for his luggage another passenger walk ahead of us. The guy I am talking to should go first but I anyway go ahead and take a seat in another line.   

I am with my oldest son in our mountain village and decide to take a bike ride together. We actually go very fast down and manage to stop at the church where two of guys his age are playing in a garage. They want to go out through the window and I also do so even though I look like a robber. 

I am in a prison with other people and my youngest son. There is a farm all around us and the latter volunteers to go out and clean it. I then also follow him but think of looking for ways to smuggle pig fat back in the prison. I search for it in the pooh but realize that a cow is eating it all.

I am walking with my girlfriend along a river and realize that it has been exactly one year I haven't been back to my native mountains. She doesn't believe me and keeps on walking towards a highway. I think it will be too noisy there but there is a small waterfall and only hear that sound.

I am crossing a big intersection and find a restaurant in the middle. I remember I used to go there with my friends and see that there is a carpenter catalogue on a wall. I then realize that it is being renovated and that the plaster is being removed to show the rocks and bricks underneath it.

I am with my best friend seating next to him in his new car. I then see how the gears are located on the left side of the stirring wheel and wonder how they can be used. As he tries to explain it to me I notice that the level to activate the lights and the wipers is down below his left foot.

I am in a big store house and go to a desk to get some new shoes. The lady there tells me to look in their catalogue and I try to search for shoes but only find pictures of womens. As I finally see some shoes I ask the lady to please show them to me even though I don't really like them.

I am in a room with a friend and three other guys. We proposed to play football but they immediately surround us and we have no way to start. I then run to the back of the room and then on one side towards the goal but have no ball and start throwing drill bits although they are very sharp.

I am getting in a big office to change my university application. My clothes are all dirty and I bump into people careless of what they think. I then give my passport to a guy and he tells me that I lack one point to apply but then use a pen to add a one on a zero he had previously written.

I am in the kitchen of a hostel talking to two English girls. One of them offers me some of her food and tells me that it is a Tyrolean recipe. As I explain to her that I am Tyrolean I read the tag of a guy and realize that he has my father first and last name but the girl doesn't find any resemblance.

I am in a basement after a party talking to the other guests who have not been sleeping. As some of them realize that they have kept my sister awake she actually receives a student for some private lessons. The latter has brought a yellow marker and has to lick the tip to make it work.

I am a woman with my sister-in-law and need to share a room together in our old family villa but it is very dusty. There are two beds against two different rooms and she goes already to lay on the left one. I also go to lay on the right one but realize that the place has been abandoned for years.

I am in a field with my mother's family discussing where we want to go. My stepfather insists that we should follow an old Indian trail down south. My sister doesn't want to go there as it ends up in a swamp. I then remember to have read in a book about a trail going north and it should be dry.

I am playing in a national volleyball competition against one of the top players. I start wondering why she is not that strong but realize that we are playing in a tennis field and the net is very low. I then start throwing the ball very low and beginning winning as she used to expect it further down.

I am in an airport trying to get tested for a virus but the doctor goes to eat out. I then notice that my parents former priest is also there with a group of believers. Among them is a Swiss priest who is also a doctor and he begins to test us all. I am actually positive and immediately go home. 

I am in an apartment and realize that my old Costa Rican girlfriend is in another room. I then go to greet her but she is not so impressed to see me. As I go back to my own room I realize the I haven't told her about the death of our friend. I go back to do so and start crying in her arms. 

I am in an old church and walk out with a wooden sculpture. I want to bring it to a different site so that pilgrims will have to also walk there to worship it. A guy is waiting for me outside and we try to wrap it around an orange blanket so that we can walk through town without being caught.

I am in an office building at night and a guy recruits me for a game. He puts me together with a team who will have to fight to death against another team. As I feel the hand of a woman ripping off my skin I run away but the fight has already started and I can only lock myself in the bathroom.

I am in the house of my old art history professor seating next to him around a table. He then tells me how six years ago it was the first time he decided not to take care of his garden. He was walking around seeing how one plant was growing into another but decided not to prune them.

I am watching a movie about a family driving on the hills and ending up in a big castle. It looks empty and they drive inside but get stopped by a butler who invites them to visit the king. He then warns them that at least one of them will have to apologize for a crime they did not commit. 

I am outside my mountain neighbours' house preparing a cable. I need to attach it to a machine but there are way too many connections inside. As my neighbour's wife asks me to come in I start cutting a few of the inner cables but realize that I now have way too few to make the connection.

I am watching a movie about an old general being asked how to attack a fort. As he suggests to conquer it but then to leave at once a huge Indian army start marching against his soldiers. He then say that Indians don't like to fight and orders to shoot at them. They immediately all run away.

I am in a big villa and walk across a main room. It is all furnished and I can tell that an aristocrat is living there but I cannot find him. I then walk to the library upstairs and see that he is with his servants trying to rescue a precious painting before the police arrive to confiscate it from him.

I am in a car shop and ask the owner if they have any used vehicles. She then starts showing me very small ones and I ask for something bigger. I have a station wagon in mind but she shows me a small truck. I then buy that and start driving down a mountain very careless of the tight curves.

I am in a hotel room and I am still awake in the middle of the night. I then decide to lay down next to my girlfriend to watch a film. She also wakes up and I try to play an episode of a series but it has been actually turned into a cartoon and we cannot find the real one that is only filmed.

I am in a restaurant listening to an old man who is only able to catch red fishes. He explains that the white fishes do not eat the bread he puts on the hook. I then realize that he must be a friend of the hunters who are trying to block the building of my museum but anyway find him a nice guy.

I am walking with my youngest son on the cliff of a mountain and find an ancient theater carved in the rocks. It is quite small but I really have to pee and I leave my son on the steps. As I go to the bathroom I hear his mother searching for him. I then realize that he might have fallen down.

I am with my mother's car on top of a hill. I am actually waiting next to a tree for an old classmate to finish talking to another girl about her career as a top model. She is seating next to me and keeps the window down but I can no longer hold the breaks and we start rolling backward.

I am with my spiritual friend on a small highland and I explain to him that it used to be mine but then I had no more money to pay taxes. As we leave the highland on a boat I tell him that my parents could have helped me but then found that there were graffiti on the rocks around the island.

I am with a van on a beach and get off to talk to a gangster who is supposed to give me a lot of money. He is playing basketball with one a young Moroccan who is part of his gang. The latter demands to know where I found the money to buy the van and why I am asking for more money. 


